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INFRARED SPECTRA AND GEOMETRY OF
MATRIX ISOLATED RARE-EARTH AND

IIIB METAL FLUORIDES

I. INTRODUCTION

The rare earth elements are the largest naturally occurring

group in the periodic system and under the impetus of the Atomic

Energy Commission a great deal of information concerning their

separation, preparation and properties has been generated over the

past few decades. More specifically, rare-earth trifluorides have

been prepared in great purity for use in the production of pure rare-

earth metals and for various optical applications. In spite of these

facts, however, there is little data available dealing with the thermo-

dynamics, infrared absorption spectra or gas phase structures of

these compounds.

This is not to say that interest in these compounds has declined;

rare-earth trifluorides have recently been rather extensively studied

using mass spectrometry in the temperature range 1200- 1500 °K (1).

Heats of sublimation of the rare-earth trifluorides have been obtained

from these studies, and to a more limited extent, from torsion-Lang-

muir and torsion-effusion studies (2-4).

Unfortunately, this approach does not give any information con-

cerning the structure or vibrational frequencies of the gaseous spe-

cies, which are of interest in their own right, and from which entropy
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data may be calculated.

The only structural investigations which have been done are a

series of electron diffraction studies by Akishin, Naumov, and Tatev-

skii (5-8) on ScX3, YF3, LaX3, and NdX3 (X = F, Cl, Br, and I) which

were interpreted in terms of planar molecules of D3h symmetry.

However, some workers feel that the diffraction data are not com-

pletely inconsistent with a small static distortion and on the basis of

recent results from fluorescence spectra of matrix isolated rare-

earth halide molecules taken in the Argonne Laboratories, Gruen (9)

has suggested there is evidence for non-planarity. The problem of the

geometry of the lanthanide halide molecules cannot therefore be re-

garded as settled.

In addition, precise knowledge of how the force constants of

these molecules vary with ionic radii or atomic mass should also

prove of interest in testing various theories of bonding. The rare

earths are a model series for studying the effects of changes in ionic

radii since the expected decrease in bond length as a result of the lan-

thanide contraction should lead to a regular increase in the stretching

force constant across the 4f series - assuming as usual little or no f

electron interaction.

This study then was initiated to find the vibrational frequencies

of several of the rare-earth trifluorides and to determine whether the

infrared spectra are consistent with a planar geometry. Although they
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are not rare earth elements, scandium and yttrium were included in

the study since they are precursors of the rare earth family in Group

III of the Periodic Table. Both elements are found in rare earth

minerals although scandium is rarely present in more than marginal

quantities.

The conventional spectroscopic methods for obtaining this type

of information are greatly hampered by the experimental difficulties

inherent in observing the spectra of high-temperature species in the

gas phase. Such methods consist mainly of heating a salt in a furnace

until the vapor pressure of the desired molecular species is sufficiently

high to give an observable spectrum. The chief disadvantages of these

methods are reactions with furnace walls and cell windows and a com-

plexity of the spectrum due to hot bands and highly excited rotational-

vibrational interactions. These two factors combined with the experi-

mental difficulties involved in establishing and containing a fairly con-

centrated halide salt vapor at about 2000°K severely limit the utility

of vapor phase spectroscopy. However, these difficulties can be

largely overcome by using the matrix isolation technique developed by

Pimentel and Becker (10-12) and adapted to high temperature systems

by Linevsky (13) and Snelson and Pitzer (14). The matrix isolation

technique has been rather extensively reviewed lately (15-18) and its

history need not be detailed here. In essence the method involves

isolating the high temperature molecule as it effuses from a Knudsen
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cell in a rare or inert gas matrix at liquid hydrogen or liquid helium

temperatures. The observed infrared frequencies and electronic

transitions under such conditions are very close to those observed for

the molecule in the gas phase; they are also free of complex tempera-

ture related excited state transitions. In addition, the technique of

Knudsen effusion offers a convenient method of producing vapor spe-

cies from high-temperature materials and also mitigates several of

the difficulties of the furnace method. Reaction with the container

can be more easily controlled since a variety of different container

materials or liners can be used and, since the Knudsen cell is small,

it can be easily heated by resistive, inductive or electron bombardment

methods. It also is conveniently mounted within a vacuum system.

Once the vibrational spectra are obtained then it is possible,

primarily through the use of the selection rules of infrared spectro-

scopy, to arrive at the proper structure of the species of interest.

For the trifluorides of rare earth or IIIB transition metals with

the general formula MF3, the number of reasonable possible point

group symmetries is limited to four: Cs, C C3v or D3h. The

first two refer, respectively, to a bent and a linear asymmetrical

F-M-F-F configuration of the atoms. The last two refer to a bent

and a planar symmetrical configuration.

Of these possibilities, the asymmetrical configurations can be

ruled out (as shown by Snelson (19) for the alkaline earth halides) from
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a consideration of the dissociation energies of the subfluorides of

these compounds. The dissociation energies (1) of all the trifluorides

in this study lie within the limits of 150 + 15 kcal/mole, while those

of the difluorides and monofluorides are of the order of 140 + 10 kcal/

mole and 135 + 10 kcal/mole, respectively. Even the lowest of these

values greatly exceeds the X-X bond energy in fluorine (38 kcal/mole)

and thus it seems highly unreasonable to expect such a bond to exist

in the trifluorides.

Of the two remaining possibilities, planar (D3h) and pyramidal

(C3v), the infrared spectra should allow one to readily distinguish

between the two. Each of these models has four fundamental vibra-

tions, of species 2A1 + 2E for C3v and Al + AT + 2E' for D3h. In the

first case all four fundamentals are infrared active, while in the

second case, the totally symmetric vibration (species Al) would be

infrared inactive.

In both cases the v1 and v3 stretching modes can be expected

to occur at higher frequencies than the v2 (out-of-plane) and v4 (in

plane) bending deformations. Indeed, reasoning by analogy with the

fundamental frequency distribution in the group VA trihalides (20),

one can expect the stretching vibrations of the rare-earth fluorides to

fall between 400 and 600 cm-1 while those for the bending modes

should lie somewhere below 200 cm-1. Thus, all the fundamental
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vibrations can be expected to be well within limits of the experimental

far infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES

Equipment

Experimentally, high temperature matrix isolation spectroscopy

differs from the more conventional gas phase or solution spectroscopy

in that a great deal more effort must be expended in simply preparing

a sample for presentation to the spectrophotometer. Basically, the

compound of interest must be heated sufficiently to allow vapor phase

effusion of a molecular beam which is then co-condensed with an inert

matrix material on a deposition window of suitable optical character-

istics. The successful performance of such an experiment, however,

requires that several different systems be brought together and opera-

ted in as optimized a fashion as possible.

The entire experiment, for example, must be carried out at

relatively high vacuum conditions to prevent thermal leakage between

the deposition window and the atmosphere, to minimize atmospheric

contamination and to allow for true Knudsen effusion. Some sort of

refrigeration capacity must be provided to maintain the deposition

window at sufficiently low temperatures to allow matrix gas condensa-

tion to take place and a furnace capable of attaining the high tempera-

tures required for vaporizing the rare earth salts is also needed. In

addition to these systems, one needs, of course, a suitable spectro-

photometer and concomitant window materials, cell holders and
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radiation shields. Finally, a certain amount of monitoring equipment

is needed for temperature measurement, flow metering and pressure

testing. All of these systems and the related apparatus are pictured

in Figure 1 and are described in the following sections.

Vacuum System

A standard pumping system employing a Consolidated Vacuum

Corporation (CVC) type PMCS-2C high vacuum stainless steel oil dif-

fusion pump and a Cenco Instruments Company Hyvac-14 mechanical

forepump or their equivalents was used throughout the majority of this

research. A CVC model VCS-21A manual throttling, two-inch, high

vacuum gate valve and a one-inch diameter copper manifold and pump-

ing line were substituted for the normal glass systems to increase

pumping speeds and decrease breakage and down time. Metal-to-metal

permanent seals were accomplished by soldering or brazing, while

glass-to-metal joints were made with solid brass quick vacuum coup-

lings (AN Corporation). Low flow resistant forged brass angle valves

with bellows sealed stems were used throughout to provide by-pass and

isolation options to the normal pumping modes. With pump oils of

very low vapor pressure (e. g. Silicone DC-704 pump fluid) and a liquid

nitrogen cold trap between the pump and the cell, backstreaming was

effectively eliminated and pressures as low as 2 X 10-6 Torr could

be routinely achieved. Pressure monitoring was done for the most
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Figure 1. Experimental set-up for high temperature matrix
isolation spectroscopy.
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part with a temperature compensated Pirani gauge from 1000 to 10-3

Torr and a Bayard-Alpert type ionization tube in the range from 10-3

to 10-7 Torr. Both of these units were connected with a Granville-

Phillips Model No. 260 002 manual ranging ionization gauge controller

with direct pressure read out (after initial adjustment and calibration).

Calibration was accomplished by direct comparison with other gauges.

Cryogenic Supply

Cooling of the deposition window was achieved using an Air

Products Model AC-2L "Cryo-Tip" system (21). This system consists

of a miniature, open-cycle, Joule-Thomson refrigerator. It uses

liquid nitrogen for pre-cooling and can provide temperatures down to

the liquid hydrogen range using liquid nitrogen and gaseous hydrogen

as refrigerants. The Joule-Thomson cycle is theoretically the sim-

plest method of achieving refrigeration, since cold moving parts are

not required. Cooling is achieved by allowing a non-ideal gas with a

positive Joule-Thomson coefficient to expand without doing work (isen-

thalpic expansion). The liquid nitrogen pre-cooling operation is re-

quired to cool hydrogen gas below its inversion temperature (-80°C)

so that cooling rather than warming occurs upon expansion. As cool-

ing proceeds, hydrogen gas is eventually liquified in a small reservoir

in contact with the tip. The exact low temperature achieved at the

pool of liquified gas built up in the bottom of the heat exchanger is a
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function of the gas pressure above the pool. To achieve temperatures

higher than those normally existing at the cold tip, the back pressure

can be increased above atmospheric or the high pressure gas supply

can be interrupted and the tip allowed to warm by thermal conduction.

To achieve temperatures lower than normal, the back pressure can be

lowered below atmospheric by pumping on the outlet or exhaust side of

the Cryo-Tip with a large volume high capacity mechanical pump. Al-

though the great majority of the work done here was accomplished at

the liquid hydrogen boiling point (20. 4°K), all of the operating modes

described above were used and temperatures from approximately 16°K

to approximately 40°K were attained.

The amount of refrigeration which can be economically provided

at liquid hydrogen temperatures by open-cycle Joule-Thomson tech-

niques is limited. All sources of heat leakage must be minimized by

tempering all leads, maximizing thermal contact by using pure indium

metal gaskets, minimizing the exposure of the cold tip to radiant heat-

ing by using radiation shields and minimizing emissivity losses by

chrome plating all copper parts in contact with the tip. Using these

techniques, it was possible to maintain a temperature of 21°K (as

measured with a chromel vs. constantan thermocouple) for 12 to 24

hour periods. Indeed, the limiting cryogenic factor in these experi-

ments rarely related to failure of refrigeration capacity, but rather

to plugging of the expansion orifice by condensed N2. Such failures
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occurred frequently, especially in the first long series of experiments

performed, but once these failures were traced to the lack of capacity

of the liquid nitrogen cooled molecular sieve filters in the incoming

hydrogen line, steps were taken to improve their performance (speci-

fically, frequent in-service purging) and the problem of plugging was

es sentially eliminated.

High Temperature System

In order to achieve good isolation in the matrix, the ratio of

matrix gas to rare-earth salt (M/R) was maintained between 1000 and

5000, This required a salt vapor pressure of about 10-5 atm. To

achieve these pressures with the lanthanon trifluorides (including scan-

dium and yttrium), temperatures between 1200 and 1350°C must be

maintained during deposition. For the difluorides of these salts,

somewhat higher temperatures (1380-1450°C) are required. In this

research several types of cells and furnace arrangements were tested,

including systems using both conductive heating and resistance heating.

The first experiments in the trifluoride series were conducted

using a high density graphite cell supported in a tantalum wound re-

sistance heater coil enclosed in a furnace attached to the cryostat (see

Figure 2). The Knudsen cells were 1-inch long by 3/8-inch diameter

with a 0. 02 or a 0. 04-inch effusion hole in the end of a horizontally

mounted cell. Cells of both single oven and double oven design were
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Figure 2. Cross section of the cryostat assembly consisting of a high
temperature furnace (A) containing a Knudsen cell supported
in a tantalum coil heater (B). The heater is held between
copper electrodes (C) which in turn are mounted in a re-
movable brass plate (D) which was sealed by an "0"-ring
to the brass furnace body.
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used. In the latter case, the forward chamber of the double oven could

be heated at or near the temperature of the heating coil, while the rear

(salt containing) chamber extended beyond the coil and was heated

simply by conduction. The temperature differential between the two

chambers could thus be controlled by simply regulating the position of

the cell in the heating coil. Temperature differences of 200°C were

frequently used with this type of cell in order to determine if dirtier

species were present in the effusing vapor. This type of furnace and

cell arrangement had several drawbacks. The heater coil, for exam-

ple, had a tendency to "sag" at higher temperatures which deleteriously

affected the alignment of the cell. Since heating was primarily by

thermal conduction, the heater coil had to be several hundred degrees

hotter than the Knudsen cell and this frequently led to overheating of

the entire furnace (even though it was water cooled) and possibly caused

excessive radiant heating of the deposition window. These high tem-

peratures also led indirectly to a degree of embrittlement that caused

frequent coil failure. Positioning of the cell and removal of a cell

after a run were also somewhat cumbersome with the coiled heater

arrangement. As a result of these drawbacks, the furnace and cell

were redesigned to allow resistance heating of a cell supported directly

between the electrodes with the effusion hole in the side rather than the

end of the Knudsen cell (see Figure 3). This arrangement is somewhat

similar to that described by Kasai, Whipple and Weltner (22) and
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Figure 3. Horizontally mounted Knudsen cell (foreground),
infrared cell and furnace (left) and "Cryo-Tip" with
deposition window attached (right).
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proved to be much more convenient to use; the majority of the spectra

shown here were obtained with this arrangement. Since heating was

directly by resistance, this design allowed the use of tantalum as well

as graphite cells. These cells were again 1-inch long by 1/4-inch

diameter with 0. 04-inch effusion holes. The tantalum cells had a

0. 015-inch wall thickness and the graphite cells had a 0. 035-inch wall

thickness. Double oven cells (tantalum or graphite) were mounted such

that the hot zone was between the electrodes, while the low temperature

compartment was heated by conduction, the degree of superheating

being controlled by the location of the cell in the electrode supports.

With this arrangement, an AC current of about 100 amps. at 2-4 V

was sufficient to heat the Knudsen cells to 1500°C. Temperature was

measured through a quartz window sealed in the demountable rear

plate using a Leeds and Northrup 8630 series "disappearing filament"

Optical Pyrometer. Two different instruments were used, one recently

purchased and factory calibrated against secondary National Bureau of

Standards (NBS) standard instruments. This calibration gave an accu-

racy figure of +4 to +7°C in the temperature range of interest; how-

ever, scale-to-scale and instrument-to-instrument variations were

frequently found to be at least two or three times that value. As a

result of these variations, all final temperature readings were taken

with the same instrument set on the same scale and are believed to be

accurate within +2%.
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Spectrophotometer

All infrared spectra were obtained with a Beckman IR-11 Infra-

red Spectrophotometer. The IR-11 uses a filter/grating monochro-

mator, an intense mercury lamp source and a diamond window Go lay

detector to cover the far-infrared region: 800 to 33 cm-1 (12. 5 to

300 microns). The instrument can be used in either double-beam or

single-beam operation. In double-beam operation, the transmittance

of the sample is measured by an optical null-balance method. This

mode was used for most analyses.

The instrument uses four different diffraction gratings ruled at

3 lines/mm, 8 lines/mm, 20 lines/mm and 50 lines/mm to cover the

regions 33-80 cm-1, 70-150 cm-1, 140-350 cm-1 and 340-800 cm-1,

respectively. Resolving power was better than 1 cm-1 between 340

and 800 cm-1 and approximately 1 to 2 cm-1 in the region between 33

and 340 cm-1. Scanning speeds were necessarily slow, 0.8 cm-1 per

minute at conditions affording maximum resolving power; therefore,

since the sharpest absorption maximum seldom had half-band widths

less than 2 or 3 cm-1, the instrument was usually operated at condi-

tions producing about one-half or one-third of maximum performance.

Calibration of the spectrophotometer was accomplished used atmos-

pheric water and CO2 by comparison with standard wavelength tables

(23-25).
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Matrix Gas Supply

The matrix gas supply system has evolved from a glass vacuum

line to which a three or a five liter gas filled glass bulb could be

attached to the current system which is almost all metal. In either

system, the supply line was capable of being pumped or purged and

the gas was metered into the cryostat with a Nuclear Products Com-

pany ("NUPRO") Series M needle valve (or equivalent). Gas flow was

monitored with a Manostat Corporation "Predictability" Flowmeter

using both sapphire and stainless steel floats. The final system used

contained only "Gyrolok" metal-to-metal fittings and "Gyrolok" metal-

to-glass fittings with Teflon, ferrules and proved to be completely leak

free compared with the ball and socket arrangement in the glass sys-

tem. Consisting as it did of almost exclusively copper tubing and

brass fittings, it was also easier to attach directly to the inert gas

supply cylinders and the cryostat. Such an arrangement also pre-

cluded contamination from stopcock grease and mercury manometers.

High purity argon, krypton, and nitrogen obtained from the Matheson

Company were used in these experiments.
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Techniques

The experimental set-up for these experiments involved mount-

ing the aluminum cell in the spectrophotometer, bolting the furnace to

the cell with an "0"-ring seal, and inserting the Cryo-Tip refrigerator

or "head" into the top of the cell where a double "0"-ring seal pro-

vided a leak tight joint. Prior to this a chromium plated window holder

with an appropriate deposition window was threaded into the copper

cold tip of the head and a slotted radiation shield placed over the win-

dow with a spring-loaded anchor to keep it in place. The furnace

chamber was also fitted with two tantalum radiation shields containing

small openings which permitted passage of the molecular beam, but

greatly reduced the radiant heating from the furnace. Attachment of

cooling lines, electrical leads and vacuum connectors and "bagging"

the entire apparatus to reduce atmospheric water and CO2 in the spec-

trophotometer completed the preliminary operations. After that the

Knudsen cell was placed in position.

All the cells used were thoroughly cleaned and degassed prior to

loading. With graphite cells this required cycling the cells through

several solvents including trichloroethylene, dilute hydrofluoric acid,

distilled water, ethyl alcohol and n-hexane to remove residual con-

taminants. This was followed by a high temperature "bake-out" at

1600-1700°C for several hours. Tantalum cells were simply solvent

cleaned and air dried.
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After cleaning, the cells were loaded with 200-800 mg of tri-

fluoride salt. All salts were purchased commercially from the Michi-

gan Chemical Corporation of St. Louis, Michigan; the Wilshire Chemi-

cal Company in Los Angeles, California; or the Research Organic/

Inorganic Chemical Corporation of Sun Valley, California. All were

listed as 99. 9% pure LnF3. In addition, both PrF3 and NdF3 were

independently analyzed by American Spectrographic Laboratories in

San Francisco, California, and found to contain only traces of other

elements (principally Fe, Al and Y). The trifluorides are only slightly

hygroscopic so they were usually loaded in the atmosphere, a pro-

cedure justified by the fact that samples prepared in a nitrogen glove

bag gave identical results.

After the cell was loaded and installed between the copper elec-

trodes of the furnace, the furnace was assembled and the entire appa-

ratus was pumped down, usually overnight. Before sample prepara-

tion, the cell and solid LnF3 were outgassed at or slightly above the

sample preparation temperature for at least 30 minutes. This pro-

cedure gives the anhydrous fluorides as demonstrated by Staritzky

and Asprey (26) and by Batsanova, Grigor'eva and Batsonov (27).

During this time, the deposition window was rotated to face the

spectrophotometer rather than the furnace and the rotatable shutter

on the furnace was closed. The deposition window was then cooled to

liquid hydrogen temperature and deposition begun by rotating the head
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to face the oven and the matrix gas supply tube, establishing a matrix

gas flow and opening the shutter. During deposition the cell was main-

tained at 1200-1325°C to give an LnF3 vapor pressure of about 10-5

atm. and the matrix gas was supplied at approximately 2 ml STP/min.

Dilution ratios of matrix gas to reactive species (M/R) between 300

and 5000 were used depending on the objective of the experiment. It

was necessary to use the lower values in order to observe the bending

modes while for the stretching region M/R ratios of 1000-5000 were

used. A number of experiments were also performed in which the salt

was deposited first at very high dilution ratios (1000-5000) and then at

very low dilution ratios (300 or less), This was done in order to de-

termine if the presence of excess salt in the matrix would lead to

dimer or polymer formation in the matrix. The dilution ratios were

determined from the flow rate of inert gas and the weight loss of the

Knudsen cell or the sublimation pressure of the salt together with the

geometry factors of the Knudsen cell and furnace chamber (28).

Deposition times of from two to eight hours were usually required to

produce usable spectra, but the matrix was checked at approximately

30 minute intervals during deposition by rotating the head 90° and ob-

serving the resultant spectrum.

Diffusion studies were frequently performed near the end of an

experiment and, as noted above, consisted of simply allowing the

temperature of the matrix to rise to 30-40°K over a 10 to 30 minute
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time interval; following this, the window was again cooled to 20°K and

the spectrum of the "annealed" matrix was recorded. This procedure

was usually repeated two or more times depending upon the results

obtained.

At the end of each experiment, the cell was shut off from the

vacuum system and partially filled with matrix gas to facilitate warm

up. Once the tip temperature had come to equilibrium with the am-

bient room temperature, the cell was filled to atmospheric pressure

with a convenient pressurizing gas such as nitrogen and the furnace

was opened so that the Knudsen cell could be weighed and the deposi-

tion window examined.
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III. RESULTS

In the series of experiments described here some 135 different

"runs" were attempted with varying degrees of success. About a third

of these experiments were of only limited success, i. e. spectra of

sufficient intensity and resolution were not obtained. These failures

for the most part were associated with either "plugging" of the head

and subsequent loss of the matrix or with furnace failures, such as

shorts, localized hot spots and sagging. As might be expected, these

types of failures were more prevalent in the initial experiments and

were virtually eliminated by frequent purging of the traps in the hydro-

gen supply line on the one hand, and through the use of resistance

heating with water cooled electrodes on the other.

Of the hundred or so successful experiments, the great majority

dealt with the fluorides of the first six rare earths -- the so-called

cerium subgroup: La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm and Eu. The remaining ex-

periments were about equally divided between the heavier lanthanons:

Tb, Ho, Er, Tm and Yb and the IIIB transition metals (Sc and Y).

The results of these experiments are described below.
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The infrared absorption spectra of the trifluorides of lanthanum,

cerium, praseodymium, neodymium, samarium and europium in an

argon matrix at approximately 21°K under conditions of good isolation

are shown in Figure 4. In addition, the data taken from these spectra

and from similar spectra obtained with other matrix gases are tabu-

lated in Table I. In general, there are two spectral regions of interest:

the Ln-F "bending" region from 80-125 cm-1 and the "stretching" re-

gion from 450 to 550 cm-1. In the low frequency bending region, two

absorptions, the bands labelled C and D in Figure 4, are observed for

all the cerium subgroup molecules except CeF3. Bands C and D are

assigned to the bending modes, i.e. the metal out-of-plane bending

vibration and the degenerate scissors type bend of an XY3 molecule.

In a planar molecule of D3h symmetry these modes are usually labelled

v2(Al2) and v4(E), respectively (20). The corresponding modes for a

pyramidal molecule possessing C3v symmetry are v2(A1) and v4(E),

respectively. In all cases, band C is assigned to v2 and band D to

The rationale for these assignments is discussed below as it

hinges on the results obtained for PrF3. Bands C and D could be ob-

served only with very heavy deposits and are at best only about ten

percent as intense as band A (v3).
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Figure 4. Infrared absorption spectra of LaF3, CeF3, PrF3, NdF3,
SmF3 and EuF3 in an argon matrix at 21°K.



Table I. Experimental infrared absorption frequencies (cm-1) and
assignments for cerium subgroup trifluorides in argon,
krypton and nitrogen matrices.
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La F3

CeF3

Argon Krypton Nitrogen Assignment

468 vwka polymers
472 wk(sh) 457 vs polymers
478 vs 474 vs 461 s v3

491 wk 485 wk 469 wk matrix effect
508 vwk polymers
514 wk polymers

120 116 v2

84 84 v4

479 s 475 m(sh) 461 vs
483 vs 479 vs 465 vs v3

487 s 483 s
492 vwk 478 wk polymers
514 vwk 496 vwk polymers

116

86 86

2

v4

380 vwk unclassified
412 vwk unclassified

450 vw matrix effect
470

PrF
3

458 vs 455 vs 488 vs v3

525 wk 522 vw matrix effect
532 wk 528 vw matrix effect
542 m 538 m v1

502 wk unclassified
99 118 v2

86 86 v4
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Table I. Experimental infrared absorption frequencies (cm-1) and
assignments for cerium subgroup trifluorides in argon,
krypton and nitrogen matrices. (Cont. )

Argon Krypton Nitrogen Assignment

NdF3

Sm F3

473 vwk 458 vwk 435 vwk unclassified
479 m 469 m v3 (C3v)?
497 vwk polymers

467 vs
502 vs 499 vs 482 vs v3 (D3h)
517 wk 505 sh 504 vwk polymers
529 vwk 515 wk 538 vwk unclassified
560 vwk 556 wk 541 vwk unclassified

118 123 v
2 (D3h)

110 v2 (C3v ) ?
86 86 v4

435 wk 431 wk 416 wk SmF2
456 vwk 452 vwk 436 vwk SmF2

478 vwk 473 vwk 453 vwk polymer ?
498 sh 499 .sh 482 vs matrix effect

484 sh v3

508 vs 504 vs 491 vs
522 wk 499 sh
539 vwk 536 vwk 513 wk polymer

123 wk v2

92 wk v4
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Table I. Experimental infrared absorption frequencies (cm-1) and
assignments for cerium subgroup trifluorides in argon,
krypton and nitrogen matrices. (Cont. )

Argon Krypton Nitrogen Assignment

EuF
3

450 vwk polymer ?
470 vwk polymer ?
481 wk

492 sh 486 wk matrix effect?

502 m 497 sh matrix effect ?
507 s 503 vs 494 vs
511 vs 507 vs 502 vs v3

522 w polymer
524 w polymer
542 vwk 540 vwk 530 wk polymer

124 v2

94 v4

a vs = very strong, s = strong, m = medium, wk = weak, vwk = very
weak, and sh = shoulder.
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The stretching region shown by bands A and B in Figure 4 is

of special interest. Only one intense band is observed for LaF3,

CeF3' SmF3 and EuF
3

in the stretching region, while two intense

bands are observed for PrF3 and NdF3. Since only the intense

stretching frequency is observed for LaF3, CeF3, SmF3, and EuF3,

these molecules are assigned a planar D3h structure with band A

assigned to v
3
(E'), the doubly degenerate stretching mode. On the

other hand, the spectrum of PrF3 is best discussed in terms of a

pyramidal C 3v
structure. This conclusion is based on three important

experimental observations: (1) two bands appear in the stretching

region: band A being assigned to v3(E) and band B to vi(Ai) of a

C 3v
structure; (2) the out-of-plane bending frequency, v2, is found at

99 cm-1 for PrF
3

whereas for the other molecules of this series it is

found near 120 cm-1, some 20 percent higher; and (3) a plot of stretch-

ing frequency versus ionic radii indicates that PrF3 is significantly

different from the other molecules in this series (Figure 5). Neo-

dymium trifluoride does not readily conform to either of these models

and its spectrum will be discussed in detail below.

Since a number of additional weak peaks were observed in all the

argon matrix spectra, the spectra of the rare-earth fluorides were

measured in krypton and nitrogen matrices as well with the hope of

clarifying some of these weak absorptions. In general these weak ab-

sorptions appear to be due to dimers or polymer species. Their
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origin is at present somewhat uncertain. A conventional interpreta-

tion of Skinner and Searcy's (29) recent study of La2F6(g) indicates

that the vapor pressure of La2F6(g) is some four orders of magnitude

below that of LaF 3(g). However, they argue that this interpretation

leads to an entropy of sublimation of the dimer which is about 11 e. u.

lower than expected from studies of aluminum halides. They suggest

that the principal ion fragment produced from La2F6(g) in the mass

spectrometer is masked by that from LaF3(g) and that the partial

pressure of La 2 F6
(g) is about one percent that of the monomer at

1575°K.

Until it is certain that significant dimer species exist in the

vapor of these systems, it will be difficult to determine whether the

dimers arise from species present in the gas phase or from dimers

and polymers which grow in during the trapping process. Double oven

results tend to support the latter process; runs carried out for La F3,

PrF 3
and NdF3, in which the upper oven chamber was approximately

400°C higher than the lower chamber, did not reveal any marked in-

tensity change of any bands from single oven results. Using Skinner

and Searcy's values of -71.3 kcal/mole and -35 e. u. for the enthalpy

and entropy of dimerization one calculates that in the double oven run

the pressure of La2F6(g) should be reduced by approximately 100.

Since no change in the spectrum was observed with double oven experi-

ments one can, at present, only attribute the presence of dimers and
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polymers to an imperfect trapping process. It is recognized, how-

ever, that at the higher oven temperature the dimer and polymer trap-

ping process may be accelerated even though no measurable warming

of the window was observed.

It is of interest that for all the molecules in this study the v3

absorption is split from 4 to 18 cm-1 in a nitrogen matrix. This may

be due to either removal of the v3 degeneracy or to a matrix site effect.

It is difficult to differentiate between these two effects; however, it is

noteworthy that v2 for HCN, the doubly degenerate bend, is also split

in a N2 matrix (30). This splitting is ascribed to removal of the v2

degeneracy rather than to matrix site splitting. v4(E) of NH3 has also

been observed to be split in a nitrogen matrix (31).

LaF3

The spectrum of LaF
3

in argon, krypton and nitrogen matrices

in the stretching region is shown in Figure 6. The fundamentals in

argon are assigned as follows: v 478 cm-1 v2, 120 cm-1
3' , 2,

84 cm-1. Weak absorptions are also noted at 468, 472, 491, 508 and

514 cm-1 for LaF3 in an argon matrix. All of these absorptions are

very much reduced in the krypton matrix with the exception of the 491

cm-1 absorption; only a shoulder at 469 cm-1 appears in the nitrogen

matrix. On the basis of these results we assign all these weak ab-

sorptions to polymer species which grow in during sample preparation
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Figure 6. Infrared absorption spectra of LaF3 in argon, krypton
and nitrogen matrices at 2I°K.
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while the 491 cm-1 absorption may be due to matrix effects. With

very heavy deposits, required for observing bending modes, an addi-

tional weak absorption at 365 cm-1 was observed which is tentatively

assigned to a dimer species.

CeF3

Strong absorptions are observed at 479, 483 and 487 cm-1 for

CeF3
in argon as shown in Figure 7. All three of these transitions are

assigned to v3. The splitting may be due to matrix site effects and

removal of the v3 degeneracy. Weak absorptions observed at 492 and

514 cm-1 in argon and at 478 and 496 cm-1 in nitrogen are not ob-

served in krypton; therefore, these weak absorptions are assigned to

polymer species.

The absence of a v2 mode in argon at approximately 120 cm-1 is

puzzling (see Figure 4). It may be that this mode is broad, much like

v3, and therefore since it is very weak it is unobserved. Even though

very heavy deposits were made, no additional absorptions in the bend-

ing region (40-200 cm-1) in argon were observed besides that at 86

cm-1, assigned to v4. In nitrogen a weak absorption is observed at

116 cm-1. This is precisely where v2 for CeF3 is expected on the

basis that v2 for LaF
3

is red shifted 4 cm-1 in nitrogen compared to

argon. This tends to support the conclusion that v2 is too broad and

weak to be observed in argon.
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Figure 7. Infrared absorption spectra of CeF3 in argon, krypton
and nitrogen matrices at 21°K.
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The absorption spectrum of PrF
3

in argon, krypton and nitrogen

in the stretching region is shown in Figure 8. It is in sharp contrast

to that of the other molecules in this study. As discussed earlier,

PrF3 may definitely be assigned a pyramidal structure, C3v symmetry,

with the following band assignments in argon: v1, 542 cm-1; v 3, 458

-cm 1 ; v2, 99 cm-1; v4, 86 cm-1. The assignment of vi(A1)>v3(E) is

consistent with that of other pyramidal heavy central atom trihalides

such as PF3, AsF3, SbC13 and BiC13 for which vi(A1)>v3(E) (20).

This situation has recently been discussed in some detail for matrix-

isolated GeC1
3

in which v1(A1) was chosen to be greater than v3(E)

(32). It is also observed that v (Al) > v
4(E) for the same molecules

listed above lending some support to this assignment for the molecules

in this study, However, the strongest support for assigning

v2(A1) > v4(E) comes from comparing PrF3 with the other molecules.

The infrared spectrum of PrF3 in nitrogen is of special interest,

Three significant results are to be noted: ( 1) no analog of v1 observed

in argon and krypton is observed in nitrogen; (2) the two strongest ab-

sorptions in nitrogen occur at 470 and 488 cm-1 which are at a higher

frequency than v3 in argon -- 458 cm -1; (3) v2 is now observed at

118 cm-1, blue shifted from 99 cm-1 in argon.
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Figure 8. Infrared absorption spectra of PrF3 in argon, krypton

and nitrogen matrices at 21°K.
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It is well known that nitrogen is a more perturbing matrix than

argon. For example, De Kock and Weltner (33) recently observed that

for CeO2 v
1

shifted from 756 to 714 cm-1 from an argon to nitrogen

matrix while v3 shifted from only 736 to 719 cm-1. This result sug-

gests that v1 for PrF3 might also be perturbed more than v3 in nitro-

gen and that v
1

is observed as the moderately intense absorption at

502 cm-1 while the 470 and 488 cm-1 absorptions are assigned to v3.

The perturbation of v2 by nitrogen appears to be exceptionally large,

approximately 20 percent of its value.

It is certainly possible that the shifts from argon to nitrogen are

simply due to the perturbing nature of the nitrogen medium. However,

the magnitude and direction of the shifts suggests another possibility;

namely, that the structure of PrF3 may have been perturbed from C3v

to D3h
symmetry by the nitrogen matrix, The basis for this argument

is the frequency increase for both v2 and v3 when argon is replaced by

nitrogen; this behavior of v2 and v3 is unique for PrF3 in this series

of molecules with the exception of v
2

for NdF
3

which increases 5 cm-1

from argon to nitrogen. For the other molecules in this study v3

decreases from 10 to 20 cm-1 and v2 for LaF
3

decreases 4 cm-1 from

argon to nitrogen. It seems especially significant that v2 occurs at

118 cm-1 in nitrogen, precisely where it is expected if PrF3 had D3h

symmetry in the nitrogen matrix.
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At present it does not appear possible to distinguish between

these two alternatives. The latter possibility is appealing; however, it

is recognized that molecular structure changes from one matrix to

another are at present unknown.

The location of v2 at 99 cm-1 for PrF3 in argon provides our

basis for assigning v2(A1) > v4(E) or v2(A2") > v4(E') for all the mole-

cules in this study. It is certainly expected that v2 (the out-of-plane

bend) would be more sensitive to bond angle than v4 (the scissors-type

bend) thus, since the higher frequency mode is the one which changes

significantly between the C
3v

and D3h structures, it is assigned to v2.

The lower frequency mode is nearly the same (approximately 86 cm-1)

for LaF3, CeF3, PrF3 and NdF3 and is accordingly assigned to v4.

Although the B band at 542 cm-1 for PrF3 has been assigned to

v1, two additional possibilities, an infrared active combination band

and Fermi resonance, should be explored. The combination band of

interest for D3h symmetry is v3(E') + v4(E') = v(Ai'+ E') which is ex-

pected at 544 cm-1. This is very close to the observed band at 542

cm-1. This possibility is discounted for three reasons: (1) v4 is

very weak, approximately ten percent the intensity of v3, while the

542 cm-1 band is approximately one-third the intensity of v3, far more

intense than would be expected for a combination band; (2) no com-

bination bands are observed for the other molecules of this series

even under heavy deposit conditions; (3) this cannot account for v3
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occurring at 458 cm-lin argon which is approximately 30 cm-1 below

its expected value (see t7igure 5) or v2 occurring at 99 cm-1, 20 cm-1

below its expected value by comparison with the other molecules in

this series (for which v2 lies between 118 and 124 cm-1).

Fermi resonance is a possibility since v1(A1') + v4(E') could be

in resonance with v3(E') if say v1(A1') were at approximately 400 cm-1

and v3(E') unperturbed were located at approximately 490 cm-1. This

argument does not explain v2(A1) present at 99 cm-1, and in addition

would lead to a very large Fermi resonance, doubtful on this basis

alone.

`Freak absorptions are also observed at 450, 525 and 532 cm-1

in argon arid appear to be matrix effects since they are not concentra-

tion dependent. In nitrogen, very weak absorptions are noted at 380

and 412 cm-1, which are unclassified, and a moderately weak absorp-

tion at 502 cm-1. The absorption at 502 cm-1 does not appear to be

concentration dependent and at present remains unclassified.

NdF3

The spectrum of NdF3 in argon, krypton and nitrogen matrices

is very rich in the stretching region (Figure 9). The shoulder at 497

crr -1 and the rather broad band at 517 cm-1 are concentration depen-

dent and as such are assigned to polymer species. From Figure 5 it

is reasonable to assign the Al transition, at 502 cm-1 in argon, to

v 3(E') for a planar molecule. The remaining four transitions, at 473,
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Infrared absorption spectra of NdF3 in argon, krypton
and nitrogen matrices at 21°K.
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529 and 560 cm-1 and especially the 479 cm-1 A2 transition, are dif-

ficult to assign. As mentioned earlier the intensities of these transi-

tions were not affected by double oven studies which appears to rule

out dieters or polymers present in the gas phase. Turning first to the

A2 absorption, three possible assignments need to be explored: (1) A2

is v1 for a C3v molecule; (2) A2 is a polymer mode which grows in

during the trapping process; (3) two isomers of NdF3 are present

in equilibrium with one another of D3h and C3v symmetry and A2 is

v3(E) for the C3v form.

The first possibility is attractive because the calculated v
1

for

the D3h form of NdF3 occurs at 459 cm-1, thus A2 is near its expec-

ted location if the molecule is only slightly pyramidal (see Table IV).

However, its intensity is approximately one-half that of the Al band

which seems too strong for this assignment. In addition, this inter-

pretation demands that v
1

and v3 cross each other when comparing

PrF
3

and NdF3. A polymer mode assignment also seems to be ruled

out on the basis of the high intensity of the A2 absorption. The final

possibility receives some support from the fact that v2 is split in an

argon matrix into two components located at 118 and 110 cm-1. A

possible assignment for these two absorptions would then be v2(A2 ")

at 118 cm-1 for the D3h form and v2(A1) at 110 cm-1 for the C3v form.

The single absorption located at 86 cm-1 is assigned to v4(E) for both

forms. v 1(A 1) for the C3v structure may be either of the weak
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transitions located at 529 or 560 cm" 1.

None of the above possibilities appears to be entirely satisfac-

tory and none of them, with the exception of (2) can account for all the

additional weak transitions observed in the three matrices. A con-

crete analysis of all the NdF3 absorptions appears to be impossible

at this time.

SmF3

The infrared absorption spectrum of SmF3 in argon, krypton

and nitrogen matrices in the stretching region is shown in Figure 10.

The fundamentals in argon are assigned as follows: v3(E'), 508 cm-1;

v2(A2"), 123 cm-1; v4(E'), 92 cm-1. Weak absorptions are also ob-

served at 478, 498, 522 and 539 cm-1 for SmF3 in argon. The 536

cm-1 absorption in krypton is definitely due to a polymer since its

intensity increased significantly with respect to the intensity of the

504 cm-1 fundamental during diffusion studies. The 499 cm-1 shoul-

der in krypton is probably due to a matrix site effect, while the re-

maining very weak 473 cm-1 transition is probably due to a polymer

species. In addition to these, weak absorptions are noted at 456 and

435 cm-1 in argon, with analogous transitions at lower frequencies in

krypton and nitrogen. These absorptions are assigned to SmF2 and

have been observed for SmF2 in these matrices (34). Apparently

SmF3
is reduced by tantalum to a slight extent at the higher deposition
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Figure 10. Infrared absorption spectra of SmF3 in argon, krypton
and nitrogen matrices at 21°K.
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temperatures (1325°C).

EuF3

The spectrum of EuF3 in the stretching region in argon, krypton

and nitrogen matrices is shown in Figure 11. The most intense ab-

sorption located at 507 and 511 cm-1 in argon shows a splitting in all

three matrices and is assigned to v3(E'). The splitting is 4 cm-1 in

argon and krypton and 8 cm-1 in nitrogen. v2 and v4 are observed at

124 and 94 cm-1, respectively, in argon. Many additional weak ab-

sorptions are observed in argon, analogous to those observed for

SmF3 in argon. In krypton, however, only a weak shoulder is ob-

served at 497 cm-1 and a very weak absorption at 540 cm-1 in addi-

tion to the split fundamental. Since the 540 cm-1 transition is weaker

in krypton than argon with respect to v3 it is assigned to a polymer

species which grows in during the trapping process. The additional

weak peaks in argon and nitrogen are also assigned to polymer spe-

cies which grow in during the trapping process.

With this compound it was necessary to use graphite cells for

the sample preparation since EuF3 was completely reduced to EuF2

in tantalum cells.
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Figure 11. Infrared absorption spectra of EuF3 in argon, krypton
and nitrogen matrices at 210K.
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Heavier Lanthanons

The spectra of TbF3, HoF3, ErF3, TmF3 and YbF3 isolated

in argon matrices are recorded in Figure 12 and Table II. The v3(E')

stretching region for these compounds shows considerable splitting,

some of which may be due to the degeneracy of the mode being re-

moved by the matrix environment and some to structure caused by

different trapping sites in the matrix. The possibility must also be

explored that one of these bands is v1 for a pyramidal molecule of

C3v symmetry. A similar pattern in v3(E') has been observed for

planar A1F3 (35) and BF3 (36) and the data cited above for the cerium

subgroup shows the same multiplicity of peaks. Many of these peaks

have been shown to be due to polymeric species in the matrix, and in

view of the results obtained above, it seems likely that the heavier

fluorides are also of different symmetry than PrF3 and hence planar

or very nearly planar in geometry.

It is of interest to note the trend in the asymmetric stretching

frequency as a function of ionic radius. If these molecules are highly

ionic in nature, bond strengths across the series should tend to in-

crease as a result of the lanthanide contraction. The shift towards

higher frequencies (see Table III) with decreasing ionic radii shows

such a trend quite clearly. Indeed, as can be seen from Figure 5,

this dependence is almost monotonic and it is quite easy to predict
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Figure 12. Infrared absorption spectra of the heavier lanthanon
trifluorides isolated in an argon matrix at 21°K.
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Table II. Experimental infrared absorption frequencies and assign-
ments for the heavier lanthanon trifluorides in an argon
matrix.

Molecule Frequency (cm-1)a Assignment

TbF3 525 s v3
545 wk polymer

526 wk polymer
530 wk matrix effect

HoF
3

534 s
matrix540 wk (sh) atrix effect

547 wk polymer
555 wk polymer

ErF
3

YbF
3

102
80

v2

v4

529 m matrix effect
534 s matrix effect
539 vs v3

537 wk matrix effect
540 m matrix effect
543 s v3

462 wk YbF
2476 wk YbF
2484 wk Yb F
2534 wk polymer

546 s v3
557 wk polymer

135 v2
111 v4

a vs = very strong, s = strong, m = medium, wk = weak, vwk = very
weak, and sh = shoulder.
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that the asymmetric stretching frequency of GdF3, DyF3, and LuF3

should fall near 516, 527, and 550 cm-1, respectively. Hauge,

Hastie and Margrave (37) report 519 and 552 cm-1 for GdF3 and LuF3,

respectively.

ScF3

Group IIIB Transition Metal Fluorides

The absorption spectra of ScF
3

in argon in the stretching region

are shown in Figure 13. The fundamentals in argon, assuming D3h

symmetry, are assigned as follows: v3, 691 cm-1; v 2, 163 cm -l;

v4, 120 cm-1 (estimated). Weak absorptions were also observed at

687 cm-1 and 675 cm-1 for ScF
3

in an argon matrix. Both of these

absorptions are also found in a nitrogen matrix and may represent

simple matrix effects. This is surely the case with the 687-cm-1

band, but the 675-cm-1 absorption is a little more questionable,

16 cm-1 being a rather large matrix splitting. With heavy deposits,

four other absorptions were also observed at 434, 441, 474, and 650

cm-1. As can be seen from Figure 12, all of these bands grew in

upon annealing and therefore are assigned to polymer modes. Finally,

a weak absorption at 665 cm-1 in nitrogen were also observed in some

experiments. This absorption can reasonably be assigned to a matrix

effect.
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Figure 13. Infrared absorption spectra of ScF3 in argon at 21°K
(A) and after annealing (B).
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Scandium triflu'oride has been studied in two other laboratories

with very much the same results found here. McLeod and weltner

(38) for example vaporized pure ScF3 from a tungsten cell at 1600°C

and a mixture of ScF3
and scandium metal at 1350°C. Using a neon

matrix at 4°K they obtained essentially the same spectra in both ex-

periments. In the first case, they observed five infrared bands at

726 (medium), 709 (very strong), 661 (weak), 482 (weak) and 446 cm-1

(very weak). When scandium metal was added, these same bands

were observed with the same relative intensities, plus a separate

band at 704 cm -1 (medium) as a shoulder on the strong 709-cm-1

band. Assuming planar geometry and D3h symmetry for ScF3,

MeLeod and Weltner assigned the 726-, 482- and 446-cm-1 frequen-

cies to v3, v4, and v2, respectively, of ScF
3

and the 709- and 661-cm-1

frequencies to v3 and v1, respectively, of a slightly bent ScF2 mole-

cule.

Although these assignments invoke a very high bending force

constant for the trifluorides, they have remained unchallenged until

very recently. While this thesis was being prepared, Margrave and

his co-workers in Houston (37) also completed a study of the IIIB and

rare-earth trifluorides. They report the following results: v3, 709.2

_ 2,cm-1; v4, 168 cm-1; v 114 cm-1 (in neon) and v3, 692.692 0 cm- v4,

161 cm-1; v2, 119 cm -1 (in argon). They also noted weak absorptions

at 727 and 622 cm-1 in a neon matrix with heavy deposits of ScF3.
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This data, together with that recorded in Table III, leads to an inter-

pretation of this system that is much more satisfying than that put

forth by McLeod and Weltner. The asymmetric stretching fundamental

(v3) for a planar ScF
3

molecule occurs at 691 cm-1 in argon and 709

cm-1 in neon while the bending modes are below 200 cm-1 as shown

both in this laboratory and in Margrave's laboratory (37). The other

four peaks observed by Weltner in neon belong to a dimer or some

higher aggregate species which forms in the matrix at high salt con-

centrations. The evidence for this is three-fold: (1) the 727-cm-1

(in neon) absorption is seen only with concentrated matrices (37);

(2) using McLeod and Weltner's neon data and our argon data, the ma-

trix shift one calculates for the 661-, 482- and 446-cm-1 absorptions

in going from neon to argon is different from that of the 709-cm-1

fundamental; and (3) these three absorptions increase in intensity

approximately 50 percent as a result of diffusion.

It is noteworthy that with the exception of the absorption observed

at 727 cm-1 in neon under conditions of poor isolation, no high fre-

quency absorptions which could be attributed to the v1 fundamental of

a pyramidal molecule have been observed by any of the three different

teams of investigators. This observation, while certainly not conclu-

sive, does lend credence to the conclusions drawn in this study con-

cerning the geometry of ScF3.
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Table III. Experimental infrared absorption frequencies (cm-1)
and assignments for the IIIB transition metal trifluorides
in argon and nitrogen matrices.

Molecule Argon Nitrogen Assignment

ScF3

YF 3d

yF e
3

YF3f

434 wka, b
441 mb
474 mb
650 mb
675 wk
687 m
691 vs

163
120c

546 s
552 m
554 m
558 m

663 wk

538 vwk
546 vwk
554 vwk
558 vwk
663 vs

140
119

538 m
546 m
552 s
558 s

644 vwk
656 vs
660 s
665 vwk (sh)

193
148

517 m
532 vwk
535 wk
538 s
545 m
549 wk (sh)

660 wk

538 vwk

660 s

532 wk
535 wk
538 s
545 m
555 wk

polymer
polymer
polymer
polymer
Unclassified

Matrix effect

v2
v4

Matrix effect

v
1

YF2

v3 YF2

v3 YF
3

YF
2

v3 YF3

v2 ,YFr,3
v4 i":3

YF
2
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Experimental infrared absorption frequencies (cm-1)
and assignments for the MB transition metal trifluorides
in argon and nitrogen matrices. (Cont. )

Molecule Argon Nitrogen Assignment

YF 3g

395 m
419 wk

552 wk
554 m
558s

579 m
588 wk

660 wk v3 YF3

BaF2

YF2

YF ?

a vs = very strong, s = strong, m = medium, wk = weak, vwk = very
weak, sh = shoulder.

b Grows in with annealing.
Estimated.

d Tantalum Knudsen cell.
e Graphite cell.

Graphite Knudsen cell with yttrium metal.

g BaF2 + Y.
h Reference 39.
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YF3

Yttrium trifluoride presents a truly interesting problem in that

some very unexpected results have been obtained with this salt. Fig-

ure 14 shows the spectra obtained in the stretching region in an argon

matrix under two different experimental conditions. Spectrum A re-

sulted from heating YF3 in a tantalum Knudsen cell (three runs); B

shows the spectrum obtained with a graphite Knudsen cell (three runs).

These spectra suggest that the absorptions near 560 cm-1 belong not

to a YF3 species, but rather to vl and v3 stretching fundamentals for

YF2 while the peak at 663 cm-1 represents v3 for planar YF3. Such

an interpretation certainly agrees with the data and with previous ex-

perience with EuF3, SmF3, and YbF3 (34)1 however, the metallo-

thermic reduction of YF3 with tantalum implies a heretofore unexpec-

ted stability for the +2 oxidation state.

To further verify this contention two other types of experiments

were performed. First, YF3 was heated with yttrium metal in a

graphite Knudsen cell (four runs); these spectra showed no evidence

of the 663-cm-1 absorption -- only strong peaks at 552 cm"1 and

558 cm-1. Secondly, an experiment was performed in which BaF2

was mixed with yttrium metal and heated at 1370°C in a tantalum

Knudsen cell (Figure 13C). The data from this as well as the other

runs are tabulated in Table III -- again no 663-cm-1 absorption was
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Figure 14. Infrared absorption spectra of YF3 (A) YF3 in a Ta
cell, (B) YF3 in a graphite cell, and (C) BaF2 + Y
metal in a Ta cell. Insert, observed spectrum (C)
with different frequency scale.
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observed. The weak peaks at 395 and 419 cm-1 in the BaF2 + Y spec-

trum are due to BaF2 (39) while the two peaks upfield of the YF2 ab-

sorptions may be due to YF. This last conclusion is somewhat specu-

lative since a vibrational analysis of the emission spectrum of vapor

phase YF leads to a vibrational frequency of about 634 cm-1 in the

ground state (40); however, these absorptions were not observed in

other runs and hence are probably not related to either YF3 or YF2.

For YF3 then, fundamentals in argon are assigned as follows: v 3(E'),

-1. -1 1663 cm
'

v
Z 2

(A")
'

140 cm ; v4(E'), 119 cm- .

It should also be noted that Margrave et al. (37) observed ab-

sorptions at 560.8 cm-1 (strong) and 566.7 cm-1 (weak) which they

attributed to gaseous YF3. It is not clear whether they used graphite

or molybdenum Knudsen cells.
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IV. DISCUSSION

Geometry and Assignments

It was pointed out in the introduction that all of the molecules

studied here could be characterized as either planar or pyramidal

species by obtaining the infrared spectrum of each compound. This

statement is based on the assumption, of course, that the spectra ob-

tained are properly interpreted and that the matrix-isolated molecule

observed truly represents the gas phase species as intended.. This

assumption is rather broad based and deserves further comment.

Spectra

Almost 200 different transitions have been observed in these

experiments, most of which have been assigned to fundamental vibra-

tional modes of monomeric molecular species in various matrices or

to aggregates of dimers or higher polymeric species. The assign-

ment of the molecular modes, while not conclusive since Raman spec-

troscopic data are lacking, does appear fairly complete and reasonable.

The bending modes for example surely lie several hundred

wavenumbers lower in frequency than the stretching modes and it

seems highly probable that assigning the out-of-plane bend to the

higher of the two low frequency absorptions is also proper. Assign-

ment of the most intense band in the stretching region to the
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asymmetric stretch also cannot be questioned, since it would be ex-

pected to be more intense even in a non-planar molecule. Finally,

for the reasons discussed above, the assignment of the second strong

absorption in the PrF
3

spectrum to the symmetric stretch of a pyra-

midal molecule also seems inescapable. With the exception of one

strong peak in the NdF3 spectrum, which was discussed in detail

above, this accounts in a general way for the majority of the strong

absorptions observed.

This brings us to the weaker absorptions and the multiplet

structure observed in some spectra. Such observations are very

common in matrix isolation spectroscopy and have variously been at-

tributed to aggregation (41), free or hindered rotation of the trapped

molecule (42), inversion doubling (43), multiple trapping sites (13),

coupling with lattice modes (44), and site symmetry splitting or de-

generate modes (30).

While some of these possibilities such as rotation and inversion

can be eliminated here because of the size of the molecules involved,

it is very difficult to distinguish, for example, between site symmetry

splitting and multiple site effects. While the site symmetry splitting

results theoretically when the symmetry of the environment in which

a molecule is trapped is lowered, multiple site effects arise if one

considers the matrix gas deposited to be microcrystalline and to con-

tain a high concentration of dislocations (45). Crystallite size and
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crystal imperfections then can be expected to be strongly dependent

upon deposition conditions and hence an interpretation can be built up

based upon a two (or more) site model. Such effects would perforce

be small in size and while many of the features reported above lend

themselves to this type of explanation, others -- those labelled poly-

mer, for example -- do not.

It was somewhat unexpected that polymeric absorptions would

be encountered in these experiments because the mass spectrometric

studies noted earlier (1) gave very little indication of such species in

the gas phase. However, the aggregation phenomenon has been studied

rather carefully (46) and while the results do not lend themselves to

any generalized treatment, there is certainly a good deal of evidence

available to support aggregate formation during the trapping process.

Presumably, the finite time required to trap the high-temperature

species effectively in the inert gas host lattice permits diffusion of

the fluoride species and resultant interaction.

Matrix Effects

That the molecular geometry and structural parameters are the

same in the gas and matrix phases has been shown recently by Alla-

vena et al. (47) in a rather detailed study of SO2. However, matrix-_
induced frequency shifts do occur. Depending on the particular matrix,

the band center is shifted from the true gas phase value to some other
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frequency. These shifts resemble solvent-induced shifts and are

apparently due to a combination of factors such as electrostatic, in-

ductive, dispersive and repulsive interactions. A number of models

have been developed in an effort to describe this effect including the

reaction-field-theory approach of Buckingham (48), an intermolecular

potential-function model (13), and more recently the Lennard-Jones-

Devonshire cell model of Friedmann and Kimel (49-52). To date,

none of these models has proven more than qualitatively accurate,

probably because of the lack of experimental information and of the

uncertainties concerning the actual environment of the trapped species

in the matrix. In recent reviews of this problem, Barnes, Hallam,

and Scrimshaw (53), and Hermann (18) have noted the inadequacies of

these theories and suggested that the actual shape of the individual

molecule may well be an important consideration.

Although frequency shifts in the vibration spectra of trapped

species are an obvious disadvantage of the technique, large shifts are

not too common in the inert gas matrices except in the case of nitro-

gen. Most of the reported rare gas matrix frequency shifts have been

of the order of a few percent and contribute little to the total error in

thermodynamic calculations, for example. Perhaps the most im-

portant aspect of this problem is a practical consideration: spectra

are sensitive to different environments and any conclusions drawn

from one type of experiment should be checked in other host lattices.
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In this work, this was done a number of times.

Geometry

It is always hazardous to assign a symmetry to a molecular spe-

cies on the basis of missing absorptions and this study is no exception.

It may be that LaF3, CeF3, SmF3, etc. are pyramidal with the angle

between the C3 axis and the Ln-F bond near 90° such that v
1

would

be very weak and difficult to observe. A case could also be made

that one of the observed weak absorptions attributed to polymers or

matrix effects is in fact v1. Indeed, such an interpretation has been

used in the study by Margrave et al. (37) on many of these same com-

pounds. In their study one of the weaker high frequency bands was

assigned to v1, pyramidal geometry was hence deduced and a 10°

deviation from planarity was assumed. Margrave's study, however,

did not include PrF3. It did include NdF3, but the spectrum obtained

was discussed in terms of being due to another matrix site where the

argon interacted strongly with the trapped species. Nonetheless, it

appears quite obvious from the data in this study that PrF3, and

possibly NdF3, have a significantly different molecular structure than

the other rare-earth or IIIB metal trifluorides and that PrF3 may

quite confidently be assigned a pyramidal structure with C3v symme-

try. Figure 5 suggests that all the molecules in this study, with the

exception of PrF3, have the same molecular geometry. In the
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absence of strong evidence to the contrary D3h symmetry is assigned

to these molecules.

Since the electronic configurations of the Ln+3 ions differ only

in the 4f level, it is quite surprising that PrF3 would have a different

molecular structure than the other light rare-earth fluorides. How-

ever, other properties of the rare-earth metals and their compounds

also show an irregularity across the series although the changes do

not occur at praseodymium. For example, heats of vaporization of

the rare-earth metals (54-56) and the dissociation energies of the

rare-earth monoxides (57) show a double periodicity with increasing

atomic number but the dramatic changes occur at europium. It is

also observed that in very dilute aqueous solutions the hydration num-

ber of the rare-earth ions appears to gradually change starting at

about Nd+3 and ending at about Tb+3 (58). This change has been

accounted for on the basis of the decreasing ionic size across the rare-

earth series.

In attempting to explain the different geometry of PrF3, a num-

ber of possibilities come to mind, most of which may readily be ruled

out. A Jahn-Teller distortion would not, for example, cause a geo-

metry change from D3h to C3v since all doubly degenerate E' and E"

states in D3h
symmetry correlate with doubly degenerate E states in

C 3v symmetry. One may as easily rule out ligand field stabilization

energies since the splitting of the ground 3H4 state for PrI3 (g) is only
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about 350 cm-1 assuming a planar molecule of D3h symmetry (59).

Although it is expected to be somewhat larger for PrF3(g), this value

will probably not differ by more than 20 percent whether the molecule

is planar or pyramidal and this amount is too small to account for a

change in geometry.

Two models are currently used to discuss the bonding in gaseous

metal halides. These are the valence state model of covalent bonding

and the purely electrostatic model of bonding. For example, Hayes

(60) has used a modified treatment of the Walsh (61) valence molecular

orbital diagrams to explain the geometry of the alkaline earth dihalides.

On the other hand, Wharton, Berg and Klemperer (62) have shown that

the trends in the geometries of the alkaline-earth halides may be quali-

tatively explained in terms of an electrostatic model of polarizable

ions. More recently, Hildenbrand (63) has compared the electrostatic

model of polarizable ions, as developed by Rittner (64), with the va-

lence state model in discussing the differences in the bond dissociation

energies between the difluoride D(MF-F) and the monofluoride D(M-F).

He found that while the bonding in the lighter alkaline-earth fluorides

may be accounted for by the simple sp valence state model, the bond

dissociation energies of the heavier fluorides are more in accord with

the electrostatic model.

The above observation suggests that the ionic model would be

an appropriate model to use in discussing the bonding in the rare-earth
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fluorides. This is supported by the low bending force constants ob-

served for these molecules which are considerably lower than esti-

mated by Searcy (2-4). For example, the values estimated by Mar

and Searcy (2) for LaF3 were 0.192 x 105 for Kam/ la and 0.103 x 105

dynes/cm for K5/12 compared to our observed values of . 114 x 105

and 0. 022 x 105 dynes/cm, respectively. The ionic model, however,

predicts that fluorides of the larger, more polarizable ions are pyra-

midal while fluorides of the smaller, less polarizable ions are planar.

The results of this study indicate that LaF3 and CeF3 are planar while

PrF
3

is pyramidal. It is known that, due to the lanthanide contraction,

La+3 and Ce+3 are larger than Pr+3 and therefore, on the basis of the

ionic model alone, one would not predict this change in symmetry.

Neither is there any relationship between the geometry of these

molecules and the f* d transition energies for the free +2 rare-earth

ions. For example, the f d transition energy lies in the infrared

for La+Z, the near infrared for Ce+2 and in the visible for Pr+2 (65).

Therefore, if an interaction of a low-lying d orbital were the cause of

the geometry change, both LaF3 and CeF3 are expected to be pyra-

midal.

It must be that f electrons are involved in the bonding for PrF3

which results in a pyramidal molecule. There exist a number of pos-

sible valence state configurations which are available for a pyramidal

molecule which include an f electron in the bonding (e. g. spf, sdf, sf2).
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The low bending force constants suggest that the bond energy is not

very sensitive to angular displacement; in addition, if PrF3 is indeed

planar in N2 the energy difference between the pyramidal and planar

form must be small. Therefore, it would seem that a quantitative

discussion based on this model must await detailed calculations. It

is noteworthy that UBr4 with a 5f2 configuration, analogous to PrF3,

does not have a regular tetrahedral structure but is distorted to C2v

(66). However, TmF3, which has a 4f 12 electronic configuration,

giving rise to the same electronic states as PrF3, is a planar mole-

cule on the basis of the infrared spectrum of TmF3 isolated in an ar-

gon matrix (see Figure 12),

Force Constants

Force constants, shown in Table IV, were calculated using a

valence force field and the formulas and nomenclature of Herzberg

(20). K1 is the stretching force constant, while K5 /12 is the in-plane

bending force constant and KA/12 is the out-of-plane bending force con-

stant. The angle, 42°, between the Ln-F bond and the axis of symme-

try was obtained for PrF3 since all four of the infrared active frequen-

cies were observed. The angle between two Ln-F bonds, a , was

found to be 70° through the relationship sin p = (2/4-3) sin (a/2).

The force constants show a regular increase (with the exception

of PrF3) in going from LaF3 to YbF3, This is to be expected from the
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lanthanide contraction since the Ln-F bond length is slowly decreasing

from La to Yb and therefore the bond strength is slowly increasing.

Of more interest are the very low values of K5/12 and KA/12. The

ratio Ki Rico/12) is approximately 100 for these molecules. For co-

valent molecules such as BF3 and SO3 (20) and also for A1F3 (35) this

ratio lies between 20 and 30. It is well known that for many ionic

MX2 compounds, where M is a metal and X a halogen, the stretching

to bending force constant ratio is between 50 and 65. This is true, for

example, for the zinc and cadmium halides (67, 68) and for SrF2 (39).

This high ratio is generally acknowledged to be due to the ionic char-

acter of these compounds since the bending force constants are of the

same order of magnitude as those calculated by BUchler, Klemperer

and Emslie (69) assuming an ionic model. These results strongly

suggest that the LnF3 compounds and ScF3 and YF3 are also highly

ionic from the low values for the bending modes. As discussed ear-

lier, however, the ionic model alone cannot explain the change in

geometry for PrF3.

Entropies

Third Law

Very little thermodynamic data are available for most of the

compounds studies: here so in order to obtain Third Law entropies for
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Table IV. Force constants (in 105 dynes/cm) and the calculated
symmetric stretching frequencies v1 for planar and
pyramidal LnF3 molecules assuming valence forces.

Molecule Symmetry K1 K8/12 KA/12 v 1

ScF3 D3h 3.72 . 030 . 134 577

YF3 D3h 3.25 . 039 . 131 539

LaF3 D3h 2.12 . 022 . 114 435

CeF3 D3h 2.23 . 022 . 115 446

PrF
3

C3v 2.67 . 038 542a

NdF3 D3h 2.35 . 024 .117 459

SmF
3

D3h 2.37 . 027 .123 460

EuF3 D3h 2.54 .028 . 125 476

HoF
3

D 3h 2.77 . 020 . 087 497

YbF3 D3h 2.86 . 040 153 506

a observed value
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comparison with spectroscopically derived data it was necessary for

some of the molecules to estimate a number of properties. Essentially

one needs to know the entropy of the solid, how that value changes with

temperature (i. e. , the heat capacity of the solid in the temperature

range of interest) and the entropy of the sublimation process. The

sum of these at a given temperature can then be compared directly

with the entropy derived from a statistical treatment of spectroscopic

data.

Only for CeF3 are all of these data available. The heat capacity

of CeF3
has been measured by Westrum and Beale (70) from 5 to 300°K

and by King and Christensen (71) from 51 to 1750°K. Westrum and

Beale report 27. 54 + 0. 03 e.u. for the absolute entropy at 298. 16 °K

which agrees well with the value reported by King and Christensen of

27.6 + 0. 2 e. u. For all the other molecules in this study values of

S298 were estimated by using the relationships between entropy and

atomic weight given by Latimer (72). A similar estimate of S 98 by2

Glassner (73) for CeF3 was found to agree within 0. 04 e.u. of the ex-

perimental value of Westrum and Beale. While the other estimates

in this series are undoubtedly not that accurate, an error in S298 of

+ 1. 0 e. u. does not seem unreasonable. These values are tabulated

in the first column of Table 5.

Prior to this year heat capacity data for the solid fluorides were

available only for CeF3, but fortunately Spedding and Henderson (74)
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Table V. Data for the third law calculation of the entropies of rare-earth and IIIB metal trifluorides
(calories/degree mole).

Molecule
As °298

s°
1450

As°
sub

S cF
3

23.5a 36.6c 43. 2g

YF
3

25.8a 36.1d' e 44. 7g

LaF 27. 6a 40. 2d 37.58
3 44.

011

30.3i

CeF 27.5b 40.6
3 42.13

38.51

PrF 27.6a 41.2d ---
3 k

42.9:
33.5'

NdF 27.7a 40.9
d

36.71
3 ---

32.41

SmF
3

27.8a
c

40.1
m45.0

EuF3 27.9a 41.3c 43.0111

HoF3 28.3a
id, e 48.7n

YbF3 28.5a 38.5c 35.50

a. Estimated from Reference 72, using 5298 (F-) = 4.6 e. u.
b. Reference 70.
c. Estimated using the following heat capacity equations for the solids:

C (EuF3) = 16.80 + 10.88 x 10-3 T + 4.04 x 105 1-2
C (HoF3) = 15.74 + 10.10 x 10-3 T + 2.84 x 103 T-2
Cp(YbF3) = 17.56 + 8. 49 x 10-3 T + 1.73 x 105 T-2
Cp(ScF3) = 15.74 + 9.77 x 10-3 T + 0. 96 x 105 T-2

d. Reference 74.
e. Data taken at 1300 0K because of phase transitions at higher temperatures.
f. Reference 71.
g. R. A. Kent, K. F. Zmbov, A. S. Kana' an, G. Besenbruch, J. D. McDonald and J. L. Margrave,

J. Inorg Nucl. Chem. 21_3, 1419 (1966).
h. Reference 2
i . A. V. Suvorov, E. A. Krzhizhanovskaya and G. I. Novikov, Zh. Neorg. Khim. 2685 (1966).

j . Reference 3.
k. Reference 4.
1. K. F. Zmbov and J. L. Margrave, J. Chem. Phys. 45. 3167 (1966).

m. Reference 1.
n. G. Besenbruch, T. V. Charlu, K. F. Zmbov and J. L. Margrave, J. Less-Common Metals 12

375 (1967).
o. K. F. Zmbov and J. L. Margrave, J. Less-Common Metals, 12, 494 (1967).
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have very recently published heat capacity and entropy data covering

the temperature range 100-1600°C for several of the compounds in

this study. For the other compounds (SmF3, EuF3, YbF3, and ScF3),

heat capacities were estimated [after Searcy and Skinner (4)] by

assuming that the difference between the heat capacities of Ln2O3

[which are known (75-80)] and 2 (LnF3) is the same as the difference

between the heat capacities of Ce203 and 2 (CeF3). For the solid

fluorides studied by Spedding and Henderson, this method leads to

calculated entropies which are within one or two e. u. of the experi-

mental values, an error of approximately five percent. The error in

the experimental heat content data was estimated by Spedding and

Henderson as approximately 1. 5 percent at 1450°C (+ 0, 6 e, u, ).

Experimentally determined entropies of sublimation are avail-

able for all of these molecules except SmF3 and EuF3. All the data

available are listed in Table V. The values given for SmF3 and EuF3

are estimates taken from Margrave (1). The errors involved in the

determination of entropies of sublimation have been variously esti-

mated as + 1. 0 to + 2. 0 e. u. However, it is clear from Table V that

a considerably larger variation than this exists among the different

laboratories quoted. At any rate, this leads to a combined error for

the third law entropy of + 1. 6 to + 2. 6 e. u. for LaF3, CeF3, PrF3

and NdF
3

and + 3. 0 to + 5. 0 e. u. for the others.
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Spectroscopic Entropy

For spectroscopic calculations using the rigid rotor-harmonic

oscillator approximation one needs to know the contributions made to

the statistical entropy as a result of translation, vibration, rotation

and low-lying electronic levels. In this work, the translational and

vibrational contributions were calculated using the formulas and

nomenclature of Lewis and Randall (81) in conjunction with the thermo-

dynamic data compilation of Johnston, Savedoff, and Belzer (82). For

the rare-earth compounds, bond distances were estimated by assum-

ing a constant ratio between the distance in the gas and the sum of the

ionic crystal radii. The experimental value of 2. 21 X (8) for LaF3

(g) was used and ionic radii were taken from Zachariasen (83). For

the IIIB metal compounds the experimental data on YF3 and ScF3 of

Akishin et al. (5, 6) were used.

The electronic contribution to the statistical entropy was

assumed to be the same as that of the Ln3+ ion. The data for the

electronic levels of Nd3+, Sm3+, and Ho 3+ were taken from Carnall,

Fields, and Rajnak (84, 85), while that for Ce3+, Pr3+, Eu3+ and

Yb3+ were taken from E1'yashevich (86), Sugar (87), Dieke and

DeShayer (88), and Bryant (89), respectively.

The results of these calculations are shown in Table VI. The

major source of error in the statistical entropy lies in the vibrational
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Table VI. Translational, rotational, vibrational and electronic con-
tributions to the spectroscopic entropy of the rare-earth
and IIIB metal trifluorides at 1450°K (calories/mole degree).

Molecule Sotrans. Sr°ot. SvOib. Soelec.

ScF
3

YF 3a

La F3

47. 6

48. 2

49. 6

27.3

27.5

28.2

26.9

25.9

30.7

CeF3 49. 6 28.1 30. 6 4. 4

PrF3 49. 6 29.3 30. 7 5. 3

NdF3 49. 7 28. 1 30. 4 5. 7

SmF3 49. 8 28.1 30. 2 5. 9

EuF3 49. 8 28.0 29. 8 6. 0

HoF3a 49. 4 27.5 29. 1 5. 7

YbF3 50. 1 27.8 28. 6 4. 1

a Data calculated at 1300°K.
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contribution. The primary sources of error here are: an incorrect

assignment of the bending modes; a significant difference between the

calculated value of v1 and the true value; and matrix solvent shifts.

An incorrect assignment of the bending modes, with the doubly de-

generate bend being the higher frequency of the two modes, lowers the

entropy 0.6 e. u. An error of ten percent in the calculated value of vi

results in an error of + 0.2 e. u. Matrix solvent shifts for v3 are

expected to be no greater than five percent and as such would produce

an error of only + 0. 1 e. u. Of far more importance to the entropy

calculations are the solvent shifts for v 2 and v4 since these modes

make the greatest contribution to the vibrational entropy. At present,

solvent shifts for bending modes are unknown, but a large amplitude

vibration is expected to be_ perturbed to a greater extent by the matrix.

However, Loewenschuss, Ron and Schnepp (67) concluded from their

study of the zinc dihalides isolated in various inert matrices that these

errors were small since excellent agreement between the third law and

the spectroscopic entropy was obtained. If, however, a solvent shift

of ten percent is assumed for the bending modes, then an error of

about 1. 0 e. u. results.

Errors in the rotational contribution are due to errors in the

bond length, a ten percent error in the bond length giving + 0. 2 e. u.

An incorrect assignment of the symmetry of the molecule leads to an

additional error. For example, if PrF3 is assumed to be planar
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rather than pyramidal its rotational entropy is lowered 1. 2 e. u.

Errors in the electronic entropy are probably small, being no more

than + O. 1 e. u.

These combined errors lead to an expected error of + 2. 2 e. u.

in the statistical entropy assuming the geometry of the molecules is

correctly assigned. The results of these calculations are shown in

Table VII along with the total third law values computed using data

from each of the three laboratories doing high temperature research

on these compounds (see Table V).

The agreement in these values may be somewhat fortuitous in

view of the possible uncertainties in both the estimated and experi-

mental values; however, two points should be made: (1) the agreement

within experimental error of the third law and spectroscopic entropies

is a good indication that no gross errors in assignments have been

made, and (2) the entropy of sublimation data generated from Suvorov's

laboratory appear consistently low and should not be used without fur-

ther investigation.
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Table VII. Total entropies of the gaseous rare-earth and MB metal
trifluorides at 1450°K, calories/degree mole.

Third Law S91450

Molecule

Margrave ' s
sublimation

data

Searcy' s
sublimation

data

Suvorov' s
sublimation

data

S?450
spe ctr o-
scopic

ScF
3

yF a
3

La F3

CeF3

PrF 3

NdF3

SmF3

EuF 3

HoF 3a

YbF3

103.3

106.6

105. 3

105. 3

112.9

112.2

112.1

102.5

111. 8

110. 2

111. 7

98, 1

106.6

102, 3

101. 0

101. 8

101. 6

108. 5

112. 7

114. 9

113. 9

114. 0

1113.6

III, 7

110. 6

a Entropy calculated at 13000K.
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